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Recent Data and Topics Covered
• ISSUES: Natural/Anthropogenic Aerosol & Direct and Indirect Radiative Forcing  

• PLAYERS:  Black Carbon / Dust / Condensed Species  / Sea-Salt

• SOURCES:  Pollution-Biomass Burning / Condensation / Primary / Nucleation 

• INTERACTIONS:  Influence on State of mixing,  Heterogeneous Chemistry, f(RH)

• RELEVANCE: Models, Satellites and In-Situ 

[Here Focus on Cloud Condensation Nuclei  (CCN)]



Natural Sources

Free Troposphere Sulfate

Sea-Salt



GLOBE

Highest Number
Concentrations Aloft
over Tropics and
across entire Pacific

Regions influenced by
Strong Convection
(top of Hadley cell)

Clarke, A.D., V. Kapustin,  Jour. Atmos. Sci., v59, 3, Part 1, 2002.
And in Atmospheric Cemistry in a Changing World, IGAC

Data from 4 major
Pacific

Experiments

New Particle Formation Aloft – Cloud Outflow



Clarke, A.D., V. Kapustin,  Jour. Atmos. Sci., v59, 3, Part 1,
2002.

Ccrit = 0.16*exp(0.1*T – 3.5*RH – 27.7) 
(Kerminen & Wexler, 1994)



Averaged Size Distributions for 6 Profiles
in Subsidence Region Between ITCZ &

SPCZ

Above is example of cycle
suggested by ACE-1 work
Clarke, A.D.,  et al., Jour. Geophys,
Res., 103, 16,397-16,409, 1998

INVERSION



Width of wave break  wo = 4 m
Distance to shore  L = 20m
Wind speed  Vo = 9 m/s
Wave speed  Vw= 1 m/s
Avg. bubble coverage between waves  0.4
Avg. width of bubble front over time = 1.5m
Time for wave to come in  _ = 20s
Height of plume layer  H = 4m  (scanning lidar)

Sea-Salt produced down to 10nm: Implications for Ocean Flux,CCN

Sea-salt size-distributions from breaking
waves:  implications for marine aerosol
production and optical extinction
measurements during SEAS, Clarke et al.,
Jour. Atmos. and Ocean Tech., 20, 1362-
1374, 2003.



Particles Produced from Breaking Waves

Average refractory
distributions reveal
60% of number found
in sizes below 0.1 um,
previously
uncharacterized.

Cumulative 

Clarke, A.D., Marine Aerosol Sources Part 2:  Bursting
Bubbles, Entrainment and Cloud Condensation Nuclei,
(submitted Geophysical Research Letters, June 2004)

Our size-resolved flux for 100% bubble
coverage when scaled with white-cap
coverage at given wind speed (Monohan,
1986) is consistent with recent data but
extends to much smaller sizes.



Jeffrey Pierce and Peter Adams, Carnegie Mellon University (work in progress)
Model includes source, transport, transformation, mixing and removal of components

Ratio of above CCN

Sulfate CCN Sulfate + Sea-Salt CCN

HM

L

Nd change of
30% implies
albedo change
of 0.02,
Schwartz,
7/12/2004



Estimated % contribution of
Sea-Salt to total CCN

> 80nm for various wind
speeds and entrainment

rates

 

 

 

Estimates of Sea-Salt fraction of
CCN flux into Marine Boundary
Layer

Clarke, A.D., Marine Aerosol Sources Part 2:
Bursting Bubbles, Entrainment and Cloud
Condensation Nuclei,  (submitted Geophysical
Research Letters, June 2004)

78%50%4%Sea-Salt as % CCN

12.78 m/s9.13 m/s3.46 m/sEffective Wind

12.06 m/s7.98 m/s 2.91 m/sMonth Avg. Wind

High WindMed WindLow WindCCN   (0.2%)Pierce and Adams
CTM model output for
SS  fraction of CCN for
3 clean locations for
Clarke SS production.
(work in progress)

62-80 %29-50 %4-9 %0.8 cm s-1    (92)
87-94 %51-67 %8-16 %0.4 cm s-1    (46)

87-94 %62-80 %15-28 %0.2 cm s-1    (23)

15 ms-1

(150-360)
10 ms-1

(38-92)
5 ms-1

(4-9)
Wind Speed   >

Entrainment  v



Paper -  Sea-salt vertical profiles over the remote
ocean: microphysics, optical properties, spatial

variability and variations with wind speed
Y. Shinozuka, A. Clarke, S. Howell, V. Kapustin and

B. Huebert - accepted JGR, 2004

OTHER SEA-SALT ISSUES
NATURAL VARIABILTY and AOD

Southern Ocean ACE-1 experiment
(1month – 13 flights) reveals problems
with prediciting scatter based upon wind
speed alone. Black dots are robust
individual measurements for each flight
leg.  Only averages over the entire
experiment (colored lines) and AOD plot
below reveal wind speed dependency that
is not evident in individual flight data.
Data suggest this variability is a result of
mesoscale variability in production and
removal terms.
Overall wind speed dependence of AOD
due to sea-salt (black) is similar in
Tropics as Southern Ocean only
contribution of sulfate (white)to AOD  is
greater in tropics.



Pollution and Dust

Global Scales, Sizes, Mixing state, Optics, CCN



The scale and structure of ozone in
biomass and combustion plumes seen over
the south Pacific on PEMT-A with DIAL
Lidar  [E.  Browell, NASA]

LEFT:    Aerosol sizes, optics,
microphysics, CO and Ozone
profile through plume over
Tahiti. [Clarke et al, U of
Hawaii]



High Scattering aloft associated with high CO and combustion
aerosol superimposed on clean cloud-scavenged background

Southern
Ocean

Central &
Equatorial

Pacific

Central &
Equatorial

Pacific

Western
Pacific

About 10 years
and 600 profiles
of scattering over
Pacific.

Color coded by CO
as a combustion
indicator that
tracks with BC



Average vertical profiles of scattering, absorption and single scatter
albedo (dry) for ACE-Asia and TRACE-p north and south of 25N.

Note similar surface SSA values but different values aloft.

Biomass

Dust



  0.0                0.1                 0.2
Cumulative AOD from OPC

Black  line is 
Measured scattering
@ 550nm

Calculated and measured
light scattering

ACE-Asia
Column Closure
for Extreme
Variability

Our Optical sizing and inferred chemistry
from volatility results in good closure for
calculated and measured optical properties



Measurements, Models, Satellites and 3-D spatial variability
 Aerosol fields must be resolved for appropriate comparisons with either satellites and/or models.
Here, ACE-Asia plumes of high altitude dust are aloft near 4km (high dry scattering, A) while low
altitude pollution exists at low altitude further to the south as indicated in the high BC absorption, B.
An intermediate layer (2km) is a more extensive mixture of both.  Single scatter albedo ranges from
near unity in the dust to 0.85 in the pollution while the humidity dependent growth (as evident in
f(RH), D) is negligible in the dust, moderate in the pollution layer and maximum in the intermediate
layer.  Through coupling the fast bulk chemistry (E,F) from PILS (Weber to al., 2003) to size
resolved coarse OPC volume (Vcoa, G) and accumulation mode volume (Vacc, H).             

DUST         POLLUTION



Example of Volatility and Refractory Mode Distributions for
TRACE-P and ACE-Asia confirming INTERNAL MIXING of BC

Low soot fraction, SSA = 0.91High soot (BC) >>  SSA = .84

BC ESTABLISHES
NUMBER POPULATION

Both biomass and urban
refractory samples conserve
number on heating but lose 90%
of mass implying internal mixture
on BC. Urban data show
refractory BC generally to smaller
sizes.  Also true for INDEX and
South American plumes.

OPC volatile volume  is proportional
to PILS soluble volume plus about _

OC, R.Weber, Georgia Tech)



GRADIENT FLIGHT TOWARD ITCZ
SAME AEROSOL UNTIL SHARP
TRANSITION TO SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE AIR

Refractory CN at 300C are usualy
indicative of a soot component THAT
CONTROLS THE NUMBER
POPULATION.
Refractory CN Ratio [CNhot/CNcold]
revealS changes in air mass character.



Obtaining the Dust and Soot (BC) Distributions (@350C)

Size distributions of the refractory
aerosol component (350°C) for all of
ACE-Asia and with flight 13 legs
highlighted at 5500m, 700m and
250m.

Top – absolute concentrations.

Middle – concentrations normalized at
0.75 um to characterize coarse dust
component; Note stability of dust mode
between 0.75 and 2 um evident in tight
envelope of low variation.

Bottom – normalized refractory number
distributions for flight 13 at 250 m
including lognormal fits to various modes
used to separate out soot and dust
variability.



AN EXPANSION OF THE PREVIOUS
“SIGNATURE” PLOT COLOR CODED
BY COARSE DUST VOLUME

TOP PANEL shows the relation of measured
OPC refractory volume to PSAP light
absorption.

BOTTOM PANEL shows the same plot after
subtraction of submicron refractory dust as
per the normalization fit for dust discussed
above.

Clearly the bottom relationship is much
stronger indicating that the refractory soot
component with the “reference” dust removed
is the primary absorber.  This also confirms
that our dust normalization and reference
dust distribution and dust tail provides a good
fit over a wide range of concentrations.

With Dust Tail Removed



Absorption and Refractory Aerosol – Signature Plot

“Signature” plots of accumulation
mode refractory soot volume with
dust tail removed vs. aerosol light
absorption (total) and variability
with sources and chemistry.

Points off regression is
due to absorption by
coarse dust

Clarke et al., Size-Distributions and Mixtures of
Dust and Black Carbon Aerosol in Asian Outflow:
Physio-chemistry and Optical Properties, JGR,
109, 2004, doi10.1029/20003JD004378



Determination of Dust Refractive Index (top) and BC on Dust (bottom)

Dust Absorption Removed

Measured ratio of coarse
absorption to coarse volume
asymptotes to value that
constrains complex
refractive index of dust to
0.0006 or so.

Generally sub-um BC
absorption should be
independent of coarse dust
absorption. The apparent
relation (left) is greatly
reduced for most data when
dust absorption is removed
(right) indicating that
generally less than 20% BC
is in coarse mode. Only
some of this will be on dust.

0.96-0.98
0.75



Enhanced Dust

Submicron refractory
(BC) volume fraction

Influence of dust on
pollution SSA due to
uptake of volatiles

ACE-Asia data <2km altitude

Loss of volatiles (sulfate etc.) to
dust in pollution source regions
lowers submicron SSA ( ϖ ) from
about 0.84 to 0.75 by transferring
predictably the scattering
component from optically
effectives sizes to larger less
optically effective sizes.

ϖ = σsp [σsp + σap]-1

ϖ = [1 + σap/σsp]-1

ϖ = [1 + (σap/ma)(ma/σsp)]-1

ϖ= [1 + MAEa / MSEa]-1

Hence, optics of dust and pollution
are not additive and must be
modeled interactively.

Dilution w/ clean air



MEASURING  CCN  FROM
SATELLITE

CAN IT BE DONE?

Work in progress



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our measured CCN proxy is defined as
aerosol with sizes larger then 0.1 µm as
measured by the OPC.

Top – CCN proxy directly related to the
refractory CN number containing BC
(CN@300°C) and the insert shows size
distributions that demonstrate how these
sizes dominate the number distribution.

Middle – CCN proxy is also linearly related
to scattering depending upon the value of
the Angstrom exponent.

Bottom - product of the Angstrom
exponent and the scattering related to
the aerosol index (AI, measurable from
satellite) with a strong linear relation to
the CCN proxy.

Nakajima, T.A., A. Higurashi, K. Kawamoto, and
J.E. Penner, A possible correlation between
satellite-derived cloud and aerosol microphysical
parameters, Geophys. Res. Lett., 28, 1171-1174.

TRACE, low RH

Can we measure CCN  from satellite?
CCN proxy and Aerosol Index



C1 and C2 are amplitudes of fixed modes used to fit spectral
AOD from satellite

Higurashi, A. and T. Nakajima (2002). "Detection of aerosol
types over the East China Sea near Japan from four-channel
satellite data." Geophysical Research Letters 29(17): 1836,
doi:10.1029/2002GL015357.

Our measured volume ratios
coarse to fine (V2/V1),

ambient RH

Comparing retrieved and measured normalized size distributions



Plots of Aerosol Index against CCNproxy for our data from
ACE-Asia (left) and TRACE-P (right) for dry aerosol (black)

and for values calculated at ambient humidity (color).  The
good relation for dry is degraded at ambient humidity.  Also,

the dust in ACE-Asia has low (even negative) angsrtom
exponents that limit application of the technique.

CCNproxy CCNproxy



Log

SATELLITE RETRIEVAL EVALUATION

We can compare the HN retrieval approach by dividing our AI by the
CCNproxy and dividing the HN AI by their retrieved column CCN to eliminate

need to integrate over column (compares slope of dependency) thereby exploring
problems with method using all our data and not just 2 or 3 profiles.

RH dependency – Measured OPC
distributions w/ Ddry>100nm



Log

BELOW: Relationship for ambient RH during ACE-Asia for Ddry~70nm

         Log range Linear    Linear/w pos angstrom

PRELIMINARY RESULT (work in progress):
Satellite retrieval of CCN should be possible with HN approach in dry
columns regions with low-moderate dust (<20x accumulation mode).

Could be done in moist column with size that varies with RH with
some regional information on composition, vertical info on RH (AIRS)
and vertical changes in AOD (CALIPSO).



CONCLUSIONS
• Sea-salt is produced in sizes down to 10nm by bursting bubbles and can contribute

significantly to CCN.

• Production of nuclei aloft and Sea-Salt at the surface should dominate clean MBL
CCN with a strong wind speed and entrainment rate dependence.

• Combustion related aerosol can be present aloft to 8km in most remote locations and
will dominates light scattering.  Can also be effective source of CCN through
subsidence/entrainment.

• BC mass 0.1-0.4um, internally mixed and BC number appears to determine
combustion derived CCN.  Nucleation in pollution is less important than primary
aerosol emissions which dominate CCN.

• Asian dust size distribution is well defined and a low absorber (SSA ~0.97, 550nm).
Preferential uptake of condensates on DUST lowers SSA of pollution accumulation
mode and moves sulfate etc. to sizes less optically effective.  Must model optics of
pollution/dust interactively.

• CCN appear to be measurable from satellite (Nakajima type approach) except under
high dust conditions provided a tool to account for humidity dependent growth can
be implemented with vertical RH info (AIRS?) and lidar extinction (CALIPSO?).


